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Sentiment analysis is an important area that allows knowing public opinion of the users about several aspects. �is information
helps organizations to know customer satisfaction. Social networks such as Twitter are important information channels because
information in real time can be obtained and processed from them. In this sense, we propose a deep-learning-based approach
that allows companies and organizations to detect opportunities for improving the quality of their products or services through
sentiment analysis.�is approach is based on convolutional neural network (CNN) andword2vec. To determine the e�ectiveness of
this approach for classifying tweets, we conducted experiments with di�erent sizes of a Twitter corpus composed of 100000 tweets.
We obtained encouraging results with a precision of 88.7%, a recall of 88.7%, and an �-measure of 88.7% considering the complete
dataset.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a lot of online opinions. �is information
is important for users because it helps them tomake decisions
about buying a product, voting in a political election, and
choosing a travel destination, among other subjects. �is
information is also important for organizations since it helps
them to know the general opinion about their products,
the sales forecast, and the customer satisfaction in real
time. Based on this information, companies can identify
opportunities for improving the quality of their products or
services.

A good example that demonstrates the importance of the
opinions is a t-shirt of Zara clothing store which received
negative opinions because it looked like the clothes used
in the Holocaust. In these situations, companies must act
quickly and solve the problem to avoid these opinions a�ect-
ing their reputation. In this sense, to know the public opinion
in real time is very important. Twitter is a social network,
where users share information on almost everything in real

time. �erefore, companies consider this social network as a
rich source of information that allows knowing the general
opinion about their products and services, among others [1].
However, analyzing and processing all these opinions require
much time and e�ort for the humans. On these grounds, a
technology that processes automatically this information has
arisen. �is technology is known as sentiment analysis or
opinion mining.

Sentiment analysis has been de
ned by several authors.
However the de
nitionmost used in the research community
is the proposed by Liu [2], who de
ned it as follows:
“Sentiment analysis is the 
eld of study that analyzes peo-
ple’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes,
and emotions towards entities such as products, services,
organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their
attributes.”

In the last years, several approaches have been proposed
for sentiment analysis. Most of these approaches are based
on two main techniques, semantic orientation and machine
learning. Although good results were obtained for both
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techniques, several works in the literature have demonstrated
that machine learning obtained better results. However, in
more recent years a new technique known as deep learning
has captured the attention of researchers because it has
signi
cantly outperformed traditional methods [3, 4]. Most
of the deep-learning-based approaches for sentiment analysis
are based on the English language. Hence, we propose a deep-
learning-based approach for sentiment analysis of tweets
in Spanish. Spanish is the third language most used on
the Internet (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm).
�erefore, we consider that new approaches for sentiment
analysis in the Spanish language are necessary.

�e remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents a review of the literature about sentiment
analysis and deep learning. Section 3 described the proposed
approach. �e experiments and results are presented in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and future
work.

2. Related Works

In the literature, several authors have proposed approaches
for the sentiment analysis. �ese works have used two main
techniques, semantic orientation andmachine learning.With
respect to the 
rst technique, approaches use sentiment
lexicons to determine the polarity. SentiWordNet is the most
used lexicon in the literature [5, 6]. �is lexicon is based
on WordNet and it contains multiple senses of a word.
Also, it provides a positive, objective, and negative value
for each sense. Several works using this technique have
obtained promising results; however, some other works have
not obtained good results due to two main reasons: (1)
sentiment lexicons mainly are based on English, which forces
researchers to translate the English lexicons to the target
language and (2) a word can have di�erent senses depending
on the domain where they are used.

Regarding the machine learning approach, authors use
classi
cation algorithms such as Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [7–11], Bayesian Networks (BayesNet) [12], and deci-
sion trees (J48) [10], among others. For this technique, two
data sets are necessary, a training set and an evaluation set.
�e training set is used for the algorithm to learn from
features of the domain. Meanwhile, the evaluation set is
used to validate the built model from the training set. �e
performance of the machine learning technique depends on
the e�ectiveness of the selectedmethod for feature extraction.
Among the most used methods are bag of words [13], TF-
IDF [14], �-grams (unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams) [11, 15],
features based on POS tagging [16], and features based on
dependency rules [17].

However, most recent works are based on deep learning
techniques. For instance, Dos Santos and Gatti [18] pro-
posed an approach to sentiment analysis of short texts. �e
approach is based on convolutional neural network, which
is applied on two corpora, movies reviews (Stanford Sen-
timent Tree-bank) and Twitter messages (Stanford Twitter
Sentiment corpus). Araque et al. [19] introduced an approach
based on deep learning for sentiment classi
cation. �e

authors used aword embeddingsmodel and amachine learn-
ing algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach, the authors used six corpora publicly available
of Twitter and movies reviews. Hu et al. [20] proposed a
framework based on neural network for sentiment analysis.
�is framework is composed of two main phases. Firstly,
feature vectors are obtained through linguistic and domain
knowledge. Secondly, a Deep Neural Network is designed.
Also, the authors evaluated their approach on three datasets
(electronic products, movies reviews, and hotels reviews).
Tang et al. [21] built a supervised learning framework. �e
authors combined sentiment features and features related
to emoticons, negation, punctuation, cluster, and �-grams.
�en, they trained a classi
er by using a benchmark corpus
provided in SemEval 2013. Ruder et al. [22] proposed an
approach to aspect-based sentiment analysis. �e authors
used a convolutional neural network (CNN) for aspect
extraction and sentiment analysis. �e proposal was evalu-
ated in several domains such as restaurants, hotels, laptops,
phones, and cameras. Severyn andMoschitti [4] introduced a
deep learningmodel which is applied to two tasks of SemEval
2015, namely, message-level and phrase-level of Twitter sen-
timent analysis. Sun et al. [23] proposed a sentiment analysis
approach for Chinesemicroblogwith aDeepNeural Network
model. �e proposed method extracted features to obtain
semantic and information of words. Finally, three models,
SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Deep Neural Network, are selected
to prove the e�ectiveness of the method. Finally, Poria et al.
[24] presented an approach to aspect extraction for sentiment
analysis by using a deep learning technique. Also, the authors
obtained a set of linguistic patterns to combine them with
neural networks.

On the other hand, the approaches for the sentiment
analysis are mainly focused on the analysis of the opinions
of blogs, forums, and travel and sales websites. However,
recently a more special interest has arisen on social networks
such as Twitter because a lot of information from di�erent
topics can be extracted for its analysis. Among the most
studied domains in the sentiment analysis area are movies,
technological products, tourism, and health. Finally, regard-
ing the language, most of them are based on English language
and only one is based on the Chinese language.

Next section describes the deep-learning-based approach
for sentiment analysis proposed in this work. More speci
-
cally, this section describes the architecture of our proposal
as well as the relations among all its components.

3. Approach

�e sentiment classi
cation approach presented in this work
is divided into threemainmodules: (1) preprocessingmodule,
(2) word embeddings, and (3) CNN model. Figure 1 shows
the work�ow of the system. Firstly, the tokenization and
normalization of the text are carried out. Secondly, word2vec
is used to obtain the feature vectors. �e last step consists
in training a convolutional neural network to classify tweets
as positives or negatives. A detailed description of these
modules is provided in the following sections.

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
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Parece q tenı́as razón @bufalo58 y tendré q cambiarme a iPhone, Mentions and replies
xq el servicio técnico de @SamsumgChile no va a reparar Hashtags
mi celu #ChaoSamsumg URL

Box 1

Word 
embeddings 
(word2vec)

Convolutional 
neural network
(CNN)

Sentiment classi�er

Preprocessing

or ?

Training data

Tweets

Figure 1: Our proposed approach.

Figure 2: Example of a tweet.

3.1. Preprocessing Module. �e 
rst step of the method
proposed consists in the preprocessing of the tweets. Twitter
is a social network where users use informal language due to
the limitation of 140 characters. �erefore, there are several
issues such as spelling errors, slang words, abbreviations,
and replication of characters, among others, that must be
addressed before detecting the polarity of a tweet. Figure 2
presents a tweet with some of these issues. In order to deal
with this problem, we adopted the approach presented in [25]
for the tweets processing.

�e 
rst phase of the preprocessing module consists in
the tokenization process. In this process, the text is divided
in tokens, which can be words or punctuation marks. To
perform this process, the Twokenize (http://www.cs.cmu
.edu/∼ark/TweetNLP/) tool was used. �is tool is oriented to

Twitter and allows identifying items of Twitter like hashtags,
mentions and replies, and URLs, among others.

�e second phase of this module consists in the normal-
ization of the text. Firstly, items identi
ed by Twokenize are
removed because they do not provide important information
for the detection of polarity. Next, each item removed from
tweets is described.

(1) Mentions and replies to users: these items are repre-
sented with @.

(2) URLs: all items start with http://

(3) Hashtags: in this case, the character # is only removed
due to the rest of the text representing an important
part to be analyzed.

For instance, let us consider the tweet presented in Fig-
ure 2: “Parece q tenı́as razón@bufalo58 y tendré q cambiarme
a iPhone, xq el servicio técnico de @SamsungChile no va a
reparar mi celu #ChaoSamsung—It looks like you were right
@bufalo58 and I will have to switch to iPhone because the
@SamsungChile technical service is not going to repair my
cell phone #ChaoSamsung.” In this step, Twokenize detects
two mentions and one Hashtag. �en, the module removes
the mentions (“@bufalo58” and “@SamsumgChile”) and the
character “#” of “#ChaoSamsumg” (see Box 1).

Secondly, hashtags (strings that contain one or more
words) are split based on capital letters. Considering the
example presented above, #ChaoSamsung is split into two
words “Chao” and “Samsung.”

�irdly, abbreviations and shorthand notations are
extended. To this aim, we used the NetLingo (http://www
.netlingo.com) dictionary. For example, “que” instead of “q,”
“por que” instead of “xq,” and “celular” instead of “celu.”
Finally, Hunspell (http://hunspell.github.io) dictionary is
used to correct spelling errors.

3.2. Word Embeddings. In this approach, we use word2vec
for learning word embeddings. �is tool implements the
continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW) and skip-gram
model for computing vector representations of words [26].
Word embeddings represent an important part in CNN
architecture due to the fact that it allows obtaining syntactic
and semantic information from the tweets, which is very
important for sentiment classi
cation.

3.3. CNN Model. We use a deep convolutional neural net-
work for classi
cation of tweets into positive and negative
classes. �e CNN (convolutional neural network) architec-
ture requires concatenated word vectors of the text as input.
Regarding the implementation of this model, Tensor�ow
(https://www.tensor�ow.org) was used.

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/
http://www.netlingo.com
http://www.netlingo.com
http://hunspell.github.io
https://www.tensorflow.org
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Figure 3: Learning model for sentiment classi
cation [4].

Next, Figure 3 shows the architecture of a convolutional
neural network used for sentiment classi
cation [4].

4. Experiments

4.1. Data. �e main objective of this approach is to detect
important information about products and services that
allows companies and organizations to improve them.�ere-
fore, our approach requires a corpus related to products and
services. Although several corpora have been provided in
the literature, there is a lack of corpora for Spanish. In this
sense, we have obtained a corpus fromTwitter in Spanish.�e
process for collecting this corpus is described below.

(1) Tweets were collected by using Twitter4J (http://
twitter4j.org/) library. To obtain relevant tweets, a set
of keywords related to technological products were
de
ned.

(2) Duplicated tweets, retweets, tweets in other lan-
guages, and tweets that contain only URLs were
removed.

(3) We obtained a total of 70000 positive tweets and
63000 negative tweets.

(4) Finally, we selected only 50000 positive tweets and
50000 negative tweets, which weremanually analyzed
to obtain those relevant to our study.

�is corpus is not available publicly because according to the
Twitter privacy policy it is not possible to share the content
of the tweets. Next, two examples from the corpus collected
are presented. Figure 4 shows a positive tweet “Una excelente
caracteŕıstica del iPhone 7 #JumboMobile @tiendasjumboco
es su resistencia al agua—An excellent feature of the iPhone
7 #JumboMobile @tiendasjumboco is its water resistance,”
while Figure 5 shows an example of a negative tweet “lo que
quise dar a entender es que nme salio bueno ni el cargador ni
el iPhone pq se me rompieron los dos—What I meant to say
was, both the charger and iPhone were not good because the
two broke.”

Table 1 shows the distribution of our corpus. As can be
seen, 40000 positive and negative tweets were used to train
the classi
er and 10000 tweets positive andnegativewere used
to test the model built.

Figure 4: Positive tweet.

Figure 5: Negative tweet.

Table 1: Distribution of the corpus.

Positive Negative Total

Train 40000 40000 80000

Test 10000 10000 20000

4.2. Evaluation and Results. Aiming to measure the per-
formance of our proposed approach, we have used well-
known metrics: precision, recall, and �-measure. Precision
(1) represents the proportion of predicted positive cases
that are real positives. On the other hand, recall (2) is
the proportion of actual positive cases that were correctly
predicted as such. �-measure (3) is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall [27].

Precision = True Positives

True Positives + False Positives , (1)

Recall = True Positives

True Positives + FalseNegatives , (2)

�-measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall .

(3)

Also, we used the macro precision (4), macro recall (5), and
macro �-measure (6) metrics due to the fact that the polarity
detection is a multiclass problem.

Macro precision = ∑
|�|
�=1 Precision

|�| , (4)

Macro Recall = ∑
|�|
�=1 Recall

|�| ,
(5)

Macro�-measure = ∑
|�|
�=1 �-measure

|�| . (6)

Table 2 shows that our approach obtained encouraging results
with a precision of 88.5%, a recall of 88.8%, and an�-measure

http://twitter4j.org/
http://twitter4j.org/
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Table 2: Results obtained with CNN.

Precision Recall �-measure

Positive 0.885 0.888 0.887

Negative 0.888 0.884 0.886

Macro 0.887 0.887 0.887

Table 3: Results of traditional model and Deep model.

CNN SVM NB

5000 0.785 0.675 0.680

10000 0.793 0.723 0.712

20000 0.843 0.805 0.802

40000 0.844 0.808 0.779

60000 0.852 0.811 0.771

80000 0.858 0.833 0.777

100000 0.887 0.837 0.779

of 88.7% for the positive class, and a precision of 88.8%, a
recall of 88.4%, and an �-measure of 88.6% for the negative
class.

4.3. Comparison with Traditional Learning Methods. In this
work, di�erent classi
cation algorithms were compared with
the same feature vector, namely, SVM, NB, and CNN (see
Table 3). For a fair comparison, the default parameters were
used for each algorithm without carrying out an additional
tuning process.�is analysis was carried out in order to study
the e�ects of the proposed approach with a convolutional
neural network. �e algorithms were evaluated with several
sizes of the corpus. Each subset is split into two datasets: (1)
80% of the data is used as a training set and (2) 20% of the
data is used as a testing set.

As can be seen in Figure 6, traditional models show
similar results. However, SVM provides better results than
NBwhen the size of data increases. On the other hand, results
also indicate that convolutional neural network obtained
better results that traditional models (SVM and NB) with
the di�erent subsets of the Twitter corpus. �ese results con-

rm that deep learning techniques outperformed traditional
methods of machine learning for sentiment analysis.

It is important to mention that we did not carry out
a comparison of our results with those reported in related
works because there is a lack of deep learning approaches for
sentiment analysis in Spanish.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented an approach for Twitter sentiment
analysis. �e main objective of this proposal was provid-
ing the basis to know customer satisfaction and identify
opportunities for improvement of products and services.�e
proposal is based on a deep learningmodel to build a classi
er
for sentiment detection. Our approach obtained encouraging
results, with a precision, recall, and �-measure of 88.7%. �e
results also show that CNN outperformed traditional models
such as SVM and NB.
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Figure 6: Comparison of SVM, NB, and CNN for di�erent sizes of
subsets for the Twitter dataset.

As future work, we are considering exploring other neural
network models such as Recursive Neural Tensor Networks
(RNTN), RecurrentNeuralNetworks (RNN), andLong Short
TermMemory (LSTM). Also, we plan to evaluate other word
embedding features as those presented in [21]. Finally, we
have considered applying our approach to other languages
such as English, French, and Arabic.
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